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Abstract
Vacuum-adapted quantum stochastic calculus is employed to perturb
Markov semigroups via a Feynman–Kac formula. This generalises
results due to Lindsay and Sinha and to Bahn and Park (obtained
using classical stochastic calculus) as well as results of Evans and
Hudson, of Bradshaw and of Das and Sinha (found using quantum-
stochastic techniques).
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1 Introduction
Let 훼 = {훼푡 : 푡 ∈ ℝ} be an ultraweakly continuous group of ∗-automorphisms
of the von Neumann algebra 풜 ⊆ 퐵(h), and let 훿 be its ultraweak generator.
As observed by Lindsay and Sinha [9, Section 1], Gaussian subordination
may be used to construct an ultraweakly continuous semigroup 푃 0 on 풜
with ultraweak pre-generator 1
2
훿2. If {퐵푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} is a standard Brownian
motion and ℙ푊 is Wiener measure then the unital ∗-homomorphisms












for all 푥 in the domain of 훿2, by Itoˆ’s formula, where (1) holds in the strong
sense on 퐿2(ℙ푊 ; h). Thus letting
푃 0푡 (푎)푢 := 피푊 [푗푡(푎)푢] (푎 ∈ 풜, 푢 ∈ h ⊆ 퐿2(ℙ푊 ; h))
1
gives a semigroup {푃 0푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} of completely positive contractions on 풜
whose ultraweak generator is as desired.
By employing the exponential martingale 푚푏, where 푏 ∈ 풜 is self adjoint
and





푠 d퐵푠 (푡 ⩾ 0),
Lindsay and Sinha obtained [9, Theorem 3.2], in the case where 훼 is unitarily
implemented, an ultraweakly continuous semigroup 푃 푏 with the Feynman–
Kac representation
푃 푏푡 (푎)푢 = 피푊 [푗푡(푎)푚
푏
푡푢] (푡 ⩾ 0, 푎 ∈ 풜, 푢 ∈ h)
and ultraweak generator extending 1
2
훿2 + 휌푏훿, where 휌푏 : 푎 7→ 푎푏 is the
operator of right multiplication by 푏.
Bahn and Park noted [2, Introduction] that such a semigroup will not,
in general, be positive, or even real. They investigated a more symmetric
Feynman–Kac perturbation, using an operator process 푛푏 such that













푠푓 ∣ℬ푠] d푠 (2)
for all 푓 ∈ 퐿2(ℙ푊 ; h), where {ℬ푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} is the natural ﬁltration of the
Wiener process 퐵. In this case, letting





푡푢] (푡 ⩾ 0, 푎 ∈ 풜, 푢 ∈ h)
gives an ultraweakly continuous completely positive semigroup 푄푏 on 풜,
which is contractive if 푏 = 푏∗ and whose generator extends
1
2
훿2 + 휆푏훿 + 휌푏훿 + 휆푏휌푏 − 12휆푏2 − 12휌푏2 ,
where 휆푏 : 푎 7→ 푏푎 is the left-multiplication operator.
These results are generalised in this article. Our inspiration comes from
the form of (2); the conditional expectations make it reminiscent of an SDE
[1, (12)] which Alicki and Fannes used to dilate quantum dynamical semi-
groups. This type of equation may be proﬁtably interpreted in the vacuum-
adapted version [3] of quantum stochastic calculus; the analysis is simpler
than it would be for the usual, Hudson–Parthasarathy form of adaptedness,
although the algebra becomes slightly more complicated.
2
Although we work in full generality below, for simplicity here we restrict
to one-dimensional noise. The requirement that 훼 is unitarily implemented
is removed; our primary object is a quantum ﬂow, a family 푗 of unital ∗-
homomorphisms which comprise a Markovian cocycle on Boson Fock space
over 퐿2(ℝ+). This is assumed to be vacuum adapted and to satisfy the
quantum stochastic diﬀerential equation
d푗푡(푥) = 푗푡(휓
×
×(푥)) dΛ푡 + 푗푡(휓
0














0 : 풜0 → 풜.
(If each 푗푡 is injective and 풜0 is a vector space then these maps must be
linear, but this hypothesis is not required.) Equation (3) generalises (1),
which corresponds to the case where 풜0 is the domain of 훿2,




0 = 훿∣풜0 and 휓00 = 12훿2.
(The gauge term 휓×× is non-zero as we are working in the vacuum-adapted
set-up: cf. [5, Theorem 7.3].) As a consequence of (3), the ﬂow 푗 has Markov
semigroup 푃 0 such that
⟨푢, 푃 0푡 (푥)푣⟩ = ⟨푢Ω, 푗푡(푥)푣Ω⟩ = ⟨푢, 푣⟩+
∫ 푡
0
⟨푢, 푗푠(휓00(푥))푣⟩ d푠 (푢, 푣 ∈ h)
for all 푡 ⩾ 0 and 푥 ∈ 풜0, where Ω is the Fock vacuum. Hence the generator
of 푃 0 extends 휓00; it is natural to assume that 휓
0
0 is a pre-generator of 푃
0,
but this is not necessary in the sequel.
Previous authors [8, 6, 7] have examined perturbations of quantum ﬂows
given by conjugation with a unitary process. This work focused on the case
when the structure maps of the ﬂow 푗 are elements of 퐵(풜), in which case
the associated Markov semigroup is uniformly continuous. If ℎ ∈ 풜 is self
adjoint and 푙 ∈ 풜 then there exists a unitary process 푈 such that
푈0 = 퐼, d푈푡 = 푗푡(−푙∗)푈푡 d퐴푡 + 푗푡(푙)푈푡 d퐴†푡 + 푗푡(−iℎ− 12 푙∗푙)푈푡 d푡








× + i[ℎ, ⋅]− 12{푙∗푙, ⋅}.
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It is shown below that for all 푐 = (푐0, 푐×) ∈ 풜×풜 there exists a process푀푐
such that 푀푐 − 퐼 is vacuum adapted and satisﬁes the QSDE
d(푀푐 − 퐼)푡 = 푗푡(푐0)푀푐,푡 d푡 + 푗푡(푐×)푀푐,푡 d퐴†푡 .
Consequently, there is an ultraweakly continuous semigroup 푃 푑,푐 on 풜 with
⟨푢, 푃 푑,푐푡 (푎)푣⟩ = ⟨푢Ω,푀∗푑,푡푗푡(푎)푀푐,푡푣Ω⟩ (푡 ⩾ 0, 푎 ∈ 풜, 푢, 푣 ∈ h)







× + 휌푐0 + 휆푑∗0 . (4)
This class includes both the Lindsay–Sinha and the Bahn–Park examples,
as well as those obtained by unitary conjugation; the latter give a version
of (4), subject to the constraints that 푐× = 푑× = 푙 and 푐0 = 푑0 = −iℎ− 12 푙∗푙.
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1.2 Conventions
All vector spaces have complex scalar ﬁeld. The identity map on the vector
space 푉 is denoted by 퐼푉 . All inner products are linear in their second
argument. The ultraweak tensor product is denoted by ⊗.
2 Multipliers for Markovian cocycles
Let the initial space h and the multiplicity space k be arbitrary Hilbert spaces,
ﬁx a von Neumann algebra 풜 ⊆ 퐵(h) and let ℱ be the Boson Fock space
over 퐿2(ℝ+; k).
For any interval 퐼 ⊆ ℝ+, let ℱ퐼 denote the Boson Fock space over 퐿2(퐼; k),
regarded as a subspace of ℱ . For brevity, let ℱ푡) := ℱ[0,푡) and ℱ[푡 := ℱ[푡,∞).
Recall the identiﬁcations
ℱ = ℱ푠) ⊗ ℱ[푠 = ℱ푠) ⊗ ℱ[푠,푡) ⊗ℱ[푡 (0 ⩽ 푠 ⩽ 푡). (5)
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For all 푡 ⩾ 0 deﬁne the right shift
푠푡 : 퐿
2(ℝ+; k)→ 퐿2([푡,∞); k); 푓 7→ 푓(⋅ − 푡)
and note that 푠푡 is an isometric isomorphism, with 푠
∗
푡푓 = 푓(⋅ + 푡) for all
푓 ∈ 퐿2([푡,∞); k). If 푆푡 : ℱ → ℱ[푡 is its second quantisation, so that
푆푡휀(푓) = 휀(푓(⋅ − 푡)) (푓 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+; k)),
where 휀(푔) is the exponential vector corresponding to 푔, then there exists an
ultraweakly continuous ∗-isomorphism
휎푡 : 풜⊗퐵(ℱ)→ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ[푡); 푇 7→ (퐼h ⊗ 푆푡)푇 (퐼h ⊗ 푆∗푡 ). (6)
Deﬁnition 2.1. A Markovian cocycle is a family of ultraweakly continuous
completely bounded maps 푗 = {푗푡 : 풜 → 풜⊗퐵(ℱ) ∣ 푡 ⩾ 0} such that, for
all 푎 ∈ 풜,
(C i) 푗0(푎) = 푎⊗ 퐼ℱ ,
(C ii) 푗푡(푎) = 푗푡)(푎)⊗ 퐼ℱ[푡 for all 푡 ⩾ 0, where 푗푡)(푎) ∈ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ푡)),
(C iii) 푗푠+푡 = 횥ˆ푠 ∘휎푠 ∘ 푗푡 for all 푠, 푡 ⩾ 0, where 횥ˆ푠 := 푗푠)⊗ 퐼퐵(ℱ[푠)
and (C iv) 푡 7→ 푗푡(푎) is ultraweakly continuous.
Alternatively, the Hudson–Parthasarathy adaptedness conditions (C i) and
(C ii) may be replaced by their vacuum-adapted equivalents:
(Ω i) 푗0(푎) = 푎⊗ 푃Ω0
and (Ω ii) 푗푡(푎) = 푗푡)(푎)⊗ 푃Ω푡 for all 푡 ⩾ 0, where 푗푡)(푎) ∈ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ푡)),
with 푃Ω푡 ∈ 퐵(ℱ[푡) the orthogonal projection onto the vacuum Ω := 휀(0).
Let 휖푡 : ℱ → ℱ푡) be the dual of the natural embedding map 휖푡 : ℱ푡) → ℱ ,
so that 휖푡휖푡 = 퐼ℱ푡) and 피푡 := 휖푡휖
푡 = 퐼ℱ푡) ⊗ 푃Ω푡 is the orthogonal projection
from ℱ onto ℱ푡), for all 푡 ⩾ 0. Maintaining the same notation, extend each
of these maps by ampliation with 퐼h and note that if 푗 is a Markovian cocycle
then either (C ii) or (Ω ii) implies that
휖푡푗푡(푎)휖푡 = 푗푡)(푎) (푡 ⩾ 0, 푎 ∈ 풜).
Thus 푗푡) is ultraweakly continuous and completely bounded, so 횥ˆ푡 in (C iii)
is well deﬁned. Note further that
휖푡푇휖푡 ∈ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ푡)) if 푇 ∈ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ)
and, in particular, 휖0푇휖0 ∈ 풜 for all such 푇 . Moreover, (Ω ii) gives the
identity 피푡푗푡(푎)피푡 = 푗푡(푎) for all 푡 ⩾ 0 and 푎 ∈ 풜.
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Remark 2.2. In some circumstances, Markovian cocycles may be obtained
as adapted solutions, with the appropriate initial condition, of the quantum
stochastic diﬀerential equation
d푗푡 = (횥˜푡 ∘휓) dΛ푡, (7)
where 횥˜푡 := 퐼퐵(kˆ)⊗ 푗푡, the generator 휓 : 풜0 → 퐵(kˆ)⊗풜 and kˆ := ℂ⊕ k; the
QSDE (7) is shorthand for the identity
⟨푢휀(푓), (푗푡 − 푗0)(푥)푣휀(푔)⟩ =
∫ 푡
0
⟨푢휀(푓), 푗푠(퐸 푓ˆ(푠)휓(푥)퐸푔ˆ(푠))푣휀(푔)⟩ d푠
(푡 ⩾ 0, 푥 ∈ 풜0 ⊆ 풜, 푢, 푣 ∈ h, 푓, 푔 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+; k)),
where 푥ˆ := (1, 푥) ∈ kˆ for all 푥 ∈ k, 퐸푦 := 푢 7→ 푦 ⊗ 푢 for all 푦 ∈ kˆ and
퐸푦 := (퐸푦)
∗. The direct-sum decomposition of kˆ allows the generator 휓 to

















× are respectively the time, annihilation, creation
and gauge components.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A Markovian cocycle 푗 is unital when 푗푡)(퐼h) = 퐼h⊗ℱ푡) for
all 푡 ⩾ 0. If 푗 satisﬁes (7) and 퐼h ∈ 풜0, this holds in the usual setup when





if 푗 is vacuum adapted.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Cf. [10, 5].). A quantum ﬂow is Markovian cocycle 푗 such
that 푗푡 is a ∗-homomorphism for all 푡 ⩾ 0. When 푗 satisﬁes (7), is adapted
in the usual sense and has generator 휓 : 풜 → 퐵(kˆ)⊗풜 which is completely
bounded (or merely bounded, if dim k < ∞) and ultraweakly continuous,





{푟∗푟, 푎}+ 푟∗휋(푎)푟 푎푟∗ − 푟∗휋(푎)
푟푎− 휋(푎)푟 휋(푎)− 퐼k ⊗ 푎
]
(푎 ∈ 풜), (8)
with ℎ ∈ 풜 self adjoint, 푟 ∈ 퐵(ℂ; k)⊗풜 and 휋 : 풜 → 퐵(k)⊗풜 a normal
∗-homomorphism; if 휋 is unital then so is 푗. (Above, [푎, 푏] := 푎푏 − 푏푎 is
the commutator and {푎, 푏} := 푎푏+ 푏푎 the anti-commutator.) If 푗 is vacuum
adapted, the bottom right-hand corner of the matrix in (8) should be replaced
by 휋(푎) to ensure a ∗-homomorphic cocycle.
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Remark 2.5 ([5, Theorem 7.3]). Suppose that 푘 is a unital quantum ﬂow
which is adapted in the usual sense and which satisﬁes the QSDE
푘0(푥) = 푥⊗ 퐼ℱ , d푘푡(푥) = 푘˜푡(휙(푥)) dΛ푡
for all 푥 ∈ 풜0 ⊆ 풜, where 푘˜푡 := 퐼퐵(kˆ)⊗ 푘푡. If 푗푡(푎) := 피푡푘푡(푎)피푡 for all 푎 ∈ 풜









×(푥) + 퐼k ⊗ 푥
]
(푥 ∈ 풜0).
Deﬁnition 2.6. A family of operators 푀 = {푀푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} ⊆ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ) is a
multiplier for the Markovian cocycle 푗 if
(M i) 푀0 = 퐼h⊗ℱ ,
(M ii) 푀푡피푡 = 피푡푀푡 for all 푡 ⩾ 0,
(M iii) 푀푠+푡 = 횥ˆ푠(휎푠(푀푡))푀푠 for all 푠, 푡 ⩾ 0
and (M iv) 푡 7→푀푡 is strongly continuous.
Condition (M iv) and the principle of uniform boundedness imply that a
multiplier has locally bounded norm.
Theorem 2.7 (Cf. [2, Theorem 2.1].). Let 푀 and 푁 be multipliers for
the quantum ﬂow 푗. If
푃푡(푎) := 휖
0푀∗푡 푗푡(푎)푁푡휖0 (푎 ∈ 풜)
then {푃푡 : 풜 → 풜 ∣ 푡 ⩾ 0} is a semigroup of completely bounded ultraweakly
continuous operators, which are completely positive if 푀 = 푁 , such that the
map 푡 7→ 푃푡(푎) is ultraweakly continuous for all 푎 ∈ 풜.
Proof. Ultraweak continuity, complete boundedness and complete positivity
of 푃푡 is clear, as is the fact that 푃0 = 퐼풜, and the ﬁnal claim is a straight-
forward exercise. To prove the semigroup property, let 푎 ∈ 풜 and 푠, 푡 ⩾ 0.
Since 피푠휖0 = 휖푠휖














0푀∗푡 푗푡(푎)푁푡휖0)푁푠피푠휖0 = 푃푠(푃푡(푎)).
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For the penultimate inequality, note that if 푎 ∈ 풜 and 푋 ∈ 퐵(ℱ) then




3 A vacuum-adapted QSDE
Let {푢푡 : 푡 ∈ ℝ} ⊆ 풜 be a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group.
Suppose 퐵 = {퐵푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} is a standard Brownian motion on the sample
space Ω푊 , let ℙ푊 be Wiener measure and, supposing k = ℂ, identify ℱ
with 퐿2(ℙ푊 ) via the Wiener–Itoˆ–Segal isomorphism. For all 푡 ⩾ 0, deﬁne a
unitary operator 푈푡 ∈ 퐵(h⊗ℱ) by setting
(푈푡휃)(휔) = 푢휔(푡)휃(휔) (휔 ∈ Ω푊 )
for all 휃 ∈ 퐿2(ℙ푊 ; h). Bahn and Park showed [2, Lemma 3.1] that if
푗퐵푡 (푎) := 푈푡(푎⊗ 퐼ℱ)푈∗푡 (푡 ⩾ 0, 푎 ∈ 풜)
then 푗퐵 is a Markovian cocycle in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.1.
Bahn and Park considered [2, Proposition 3.2] the operator SDE













and obtained a solution pointwise in 퐿2(ℙ푊 ; h). The collection푀
푎 was shown
[2, Proposition 3.3] to be a multiplier for the cocycle 푗퐵.























Since 푠 7→ 푗퐵푠 (푏) is adapted in the usual sense, for all 푏 ∈ 풜, the processes 푄
and 푅 are vacuum adapted; indeed, they are the vacuum-adapted projections
of the processes 푗퐵(푎) and 푗퐵(푎2). Hence the QSDE











may be solved to obtain a unique vacuum-adapted process 푁 .
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To see that (10) is the correct quantum-stochastic generalisation of (9),
let 픷(푓) denote the Brownian exponential corresponding to 푓 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+), i.e.,
the unique element of 퐿2(ℙ푊 ) such that
픷(푓)푡 := 피푡픷(푓) = 1 +
∫ 푡
0
푓(푠)픷(푓)푠 d퐵푠 (푡 ⩾ 0).
(Recall that such functions correspond to exponential vectors in Fock space.)
If 푓 , 푔 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+) and 퐹 = {퐹푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} ⊆ 퐵(h ⊗ ℱ) is an operator process
with locally bounded norm and such that 퐹푡피푡 = 피푡퐹푡 for all 푡 ⩾ 0 then, by



















Deﬁnition 3.1. If H is a Hilbert space then an H process 퐹 is a collection
of bounded operators {퐹푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} ⊆ 퐵(H)⊗풜⊗퐵(ℱ) such that 푡 7→ 퐹푡휃 is
weakly measurable for all 휃 ∈ H⊗ h⊗ ℱ .
An H process 퐹 is vacuum adapted if
(퐼H ⊗ 피푡)퐹푡(퐼H ⊗ 피푡) = 퐹푡 (푡 ⩾ 0).
Equivalently, 퐹푡 = 퐹푡) ⊗ 푃Ω푡 for all 푡 ⩾ 0, where 퐹푡) ∈ 퐵(H)⊗풜⊗퐵(ℱ푡)).
A kˆ process 퐹 is integrable if
∥퐹∥푡 := ∥Δ⊥퐹Δ⊥∥1,푡 + ∥Δ⊥퐹Δ∥2,푡 + ∥Δ퐹Δ⊥∥2,푡 + ∥Δ퐹Δ∥∞,푡 <∞
for all 푡 ⩾ 0, where ∥퐺∥푝,푡 is the 퐿푝 norm of the function 푠 7→ ∥퐺푠∥ on [0, 푡]
and Δ ∈ 퐵(kˆ)⊗풜⊗퐵(ℱ) is the orthogonal projection onto k⊗ h⊗ℱ .
Proposition 3.2. Let 퐹 be an integrable vacuum-adapted kˆ process. There
exists a unique vacuum-adapted ℂ process
∫
퐹 dΛ = {∫ 푡
0








⟨푢휀(푓), 퐸 푓ˆ(푠)퐹푠퐸푔ˆ(푠)푣휀(푔)⟩ d푠 (푡 ⩾ 0)
for all 푢, 푣 ∈ h and 푓 , 푔 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+; k). The inequality ∥
∫ 푡
0
퐹푠 dΛ푠∥ ⩽ ∥퐹∥푡
holds for all 푡 ⩾ 0.
Proof. This is the coordinate-independent version, with non-trivial initial
space, of [4, Proposition 37].
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose the vacuum-adapted kˆ process 퐹 is integrable and such
that 퐹Δ ≡ 0. If 퐺 is a vacuum-adapted ℂ process such that ∥퐺∥∞,푡 <∞ for





퐹푟(퐼kˆ ⊗퐺푠) dΛ푟 (푠 ∈ [0, 푡]). (11)







⟨푢휀(푓), 퐸 푓ˆ(푠)퐹푠퐸휔푣휀(푔)⟩ d푠,




퐹푟 dΛ푟(푇 ⊗ 푃Ω푠 )휃⟩ =
∫ 푡
푠








퐹푟(퐼kˆ ⊗ 푇 ⊗ 푃Ω푠 ) dΛ푟휃⟩.
Theorem 3.4. Let 퐹 be as in the statement of Lemma 3.3, and let 퐺 be a
vacuum-adapted ℂ process such that ∥퐺∥∞,푡 <∞ for all 푡 ⩾ 0. There exists
a unique vacuum-adapted ℂ process 퐻 such that
퐻푡 = 퐺푡 +
∫ 푡
0




2 ∥퐺∥∞,푡 exp(2∥Δ퐹Δ⊥∥22,푡 + 2∥Δ⊥퐹Δ⊥∥21,푡)
for all 푡 ⩾ 0, and if 퐺 is norm continuous then so is 퐻.






퐹푠(퐼kˆ ⊗퐾(푛)푠 ) dΛ푠 (푛 ⩾ 0, 푡 ⩾ 0).
An inductive argument shows that 퐾(푛+1) is well deﬁned and
∥퐾(푛+1)푡 ∥ ⩽ ∥Δ⊥퐹Δ⊥퐾(푛)∥1,푡 + ∥Δ퐹Δ⊥퐾(푛)∥2,푡 (푡 ⩾ 0).
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It follows that






















푡 exists for all 푡 ⩾ 0, the series being convergent in norm.
A dominated-convergence argument shows that 퐻 satisﬁes (12). Finally,
since
∥퐻푡∥2 ⩽ 2∥퐺푡∥2 + 2
∫ 푡
0
푐(푠)∥퐻푠∥2 d푠 (푡 ⩾ 0),
the inequality (and uniqueness) is a consequence of Gronwall’s lemma. The
ﬁnal remark now follows.
Henceforth 푗 is a unital vacuum-adapted quantum ﬂow. Note that
퐽푡 := 횥ˆ푡 ∘ 휎푡 : 풜⊗퐵(ℱ)→ 풜⊗퐵(ℱ)
and 퐽˜푡 := 퐼퐵(kˆ)⊗ 퐽푡 are unital ∗-homomorphisms for all 푡 ⩾ 0.
Proposition 3.5. If 푠 ⩾ 0 and 퐹 is an integrable vacuum-adapted kˆ process
which is norm continuous then 퐺 : 푟 7→ 1[푠,∞)(푟)퐽˜푠(퐹푟−푠) is an integrable









퐽˜푠(퐹푟−푠) dΛ푟 (푡 ⩾ 0).
Proof. Since 피푟−푠(퐼h ⊗ 푆∗푠 ) = (퐼h ⊗ 푆∗푠 )피푟∣h⊗ℱ[푠 for all 푟 ⩾ 푠 ⩾ 0, it follows
that
퐽푠(피푟−푠) = 횥ˆ푠(피푟∣h⊗ℱ[푠) = (푗푠)⊗ 퐼퐵(ℱ[푠))(퐼h ⊗ 퐼ℱ[푠,푟) ⊗ 푃Ω푟 ) = 피푟
and therefore 퐺 is vacuum adapted. The fact that 퐽˜푠(Δ) = Δ, together with
the contractivity of 퐽˜푠, gives integrability.
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For convenience, hereafter 퐸푥 acts on the left (i.e., 퐸푥푦 = 푥⊗ 푦) if 푥 ∈ kˆ
but on the right if 푥 ∈ ℱ , and similarly for 퐸푥.
Let 푓 , 푔 ∈ 퐿2([푠,∞); kˆ) be continuous. Note that
퐸휀(푓)퐽푠(푇 )퐸휀(푔) = 푗푠)(퐸














퐻 : [푠, 푠+ 푡]→ 풜; 푟 7→ 퐸휀(푓(⋅+푠))퐸 푓ˆ(푟)퐹푟−푠퐸푔ˆ(푟)퐸휀(푔(⋅+푠));













The process 퐻 is norm continuous, since ∥퐸푥−퐸푦∥ = ∥푥−푦∥ for all 푥, 푦 ∈ kˆ,




















where the limit is taken over suitable partitions of [푠, 푠+푡] and holds in norm.




푗푠)(퐻푟) d푟 휓⟩ =
∫ 푠+푡
푠




⟨휃 ⊗ 휀(푓), 퐽푠(퐸 푓ˆ(푟)퐹푟−푠퐸푔ˆ(푟))휓 ⊗ 휀(푔)⟩ d푟
= ⟨휃 ⊗ 휀(푓),
∫ 푠+푡
푠
퐽˜푠(퐹푟−푠) dΛ푟 휓 ⊗ 휀(푔)⟩.
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Remark 3.6. The norm-continuity hypothesis in Proposition 3.5 may be
weakened signiﬁcantly; ultraweak continuity suﬃces, which holds if 퐹 is
weakly continuous and has locally bounded norm.
Lemma 3.7. For all 푐 ∈ 퐵(ℂ; kˆ)⊗풜 there exists a unique ℂ process 푀푐 =
{푀푐,푡 : 푡 ⩾ 0} such that 푡 7→푀푐,푡 − 퐼h⊗ℱ is vacuum adapted and







where 횥˜푠 := 퐼퐵(kˆ)⊗ 푗푠 and 휔 := (1, 0) ∈ kˆ, i.e.,
⟨푢휀(푓), (푀푐,푡 − 퐼h⊗ℱ )푣휀(푔)⟩ =
∫ 푡
0
⟨푢휀(푓), 푗푠(퐸 푓ˆ(푠)푐)푀푐,푠푣휀(푔)⟩ d푠 (푡 ⩾ 0)
for all 푢, 푣 ∈ h and 푓 , 푔 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+; k). Furthermore, the process 푀푐 is norm
continuous.
Proof. Let 퐹푡 := 횥˜푡(푐퐸
휔) for all 푡 ⩾ 0, so that 퐹 is an integrable vacuum-
adapted kˆ process with 퐹Δ ≡ 0: for this last point, note that 횥˜(⋅)Δ = 횥˜(⋅Δ0),
where Δ0 ∈ 퐵(kˆ)⊗풜 is the orthogonal projection onto k⊗ h. Theorem 3.4







퐹푠(퐼kˆ ⊗퐻푠) dΛ푠 (푡 ⩾ 0), (13)
so 푀푐,푡 := 퐼h⊗ℱ +퐻푡 is such that




as required. Uniqueness holds because the solution of (13) is unique.
Theorem 3.8. For all 푐 ∈ 퐵(ℂ; kˆ)⊗풜 the process 푀푐 of Lemma 3.7 is a
multiplier for the cocycle 푗.
Proof. It is necessary to verify that hypothesis (M iii) of Deﬁnition 2.6 holds.
Fix 푠 ⩾ 0 and let
푁푡 :=
{
푀푐,푡 if 푡 ∈ [0, 푠),
퐽푠(푀푐,푡−푠)푀푐,푠 if 푡 ∈ [푠,∞).
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for all 푡 ⩾ 0. Thus 푁 ≡푀푐 and 푀푐,푡+푠 = 푁푡+푠 = 퐽푠(푀푐,푡)푀푐,푠.
4 Semigroup perturbation
Lemma 4.1. [Quantum Itoˆ Formula] Let 퐹 and 퐺 be integrable vacuum-
adapted kˆ processes. If 푀 :=
∫








is an integrable vacuum-adapted kˆ process such that 푀푁 =
∫
퐻 dΛ.
Proof. See [4, Section 5.4].
Corollary 4.2. Let 퐹 , 퐺 and 퐻 be integrable vacuum-adapted kˆ processes.
If 푀 :=
∫
퐹 dΛ, 푁 :=
∫
















⊗ 푃 ) + 퐹Δ퐺Δ퐻
is an integrable vacuum-adapted kˆ process such that 푀푁푃 =
∫
퐾 dΛ.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1.
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Theorem 4.3. Let 푗 be a unital vacuum-adapted quantum ﬂow such that
푗0(푥) = 푥⊗ 푃Ω0 , d푗푡(푥) = 횥˜푡(휓(푥)) dΛ푡 (푥 ∈ 풜0 ⊆ 풜),
let 푐, 푑 ∈ 퐵(ℂ; kˆ)⊗풜 and let 푀푐, 푀푑 be the multipliers for 푗 given by
Theorem 3.8. If 푃 is the semigroup of Theorem 2.7, with 푀 = 푀푑 and
푁 =푀푐, then the ultraweak generator of 푃 extends
퐿 : 풜0 →풜;
푥 7→퐸휔휓(푥)퐸휔 + 퐸휔휓(푥)Δ0푐+ 푑∗Δ0휓(푥)퐸휔 + 푑∗Δ0휓(푥)Δ0푐
+ 푥퐸휔푐+ 푑∗퐸휔푥,
where Δ0 ∈ 퐵(kˆ)⊗풜 is the orthogonal projection onto k⊗ h.
Proof. Let 푥 ∈ 풜0 and 푡 ⩾ 0 and note that 푀∗푑,푡푗푡(푥)푀푐,푡 − 푗푡(푥) equals
(푀∗푑 −퐼)푡(푗푡−푗0)(푥)(푀푐−퐼)푡+(푀∗푑 −퐼)푡(푗푡−푗0)(푥)+(푗푡−푗0)(푥)(푀푐−퐼)푡
+ (푀∗푑 − 퐼)푡푗0(푥)(푀푐 − 퐼)푡 + (푀∗푑 − 퐼)푡푗0(푥) + 푗0(푥)(푀푐 − 퐼)푡, (14)
where 퐼 = 퐼h⊗ℱ . If 푢, 푣 ∈ h and 푓 , 푔 ∈ 퐿2(ℝ+; k) then















⟨푢휀(푓), (푥⊗ 푃Ω0 )푗푠(퐸휔푐)푀푐,푠푣휀(푔)⟩ d푠,
therefore
푗0(푥)(푀푐 − 퐼)푡 =
∫ 푡
0
(푥⊗ 푃Ω0 )푗푠(퐸휔푐)푀푐,푠 d푠,




∗퐸휔)(푥⊗ 푃Ω0 ) d푠
and
(푀∗푑 − 퐼)푡푗0(푥)(푀푐 − 퐼h⊗ℱ )푡 =
∫ 푡
0





∗퐸휔)(푥⊗ 푃Ω0 )(푀푐 − 퐼)푠 d푠.
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This implies that the sum of the last three terms in (14) equals∫ 푡
0








⊗푥⊗푃Ω0 )횥˜푠(Δ⊥0 푐퐸휔)+ 횥˜푠(퐸휔푑∗Δ⊥0 )(퐼kˆ⊗푥⊗푃Ω0 ))푀˜푐,푠 dΛ푠,





After some working, with the aid of Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, it
follows that 푀∗푑,푡푗푡(푥)푀푐,푡 − 푗0(푥) equals∫ 푡
0
(















0 휓(푥)Δ0 + 퐸휔푑
∗Δ0휓(푥)Δ0















⊗ 푥)Δ⊥0 푐퐸휔 + 퐸휔푑∗Δ⊥0 (퐼kˆ ⊗ 푥).
Hence
















































then the map 퐿 of Theorem 4.3 has the form
푥 7→ 휓00(푥) + 휓0×(푥)푐× + 푑∗×휓×0 (푥) + 푑∗×휓××(푥)푐× + 푥푐0 + 푑∗0푥;
if 휌푎 : 푏 7→ 푏푎 and 휆푎 : 푏 7→ 푎푏 are deﬁned on 풜0 then






× + 휌푐0 + 휆푑∗0 .
When 휓 is completely bounded (or bounded, if dim k < ∞) then, in the
notation of (8),
퐿(푎) = i[ℎ, 푎]− 1
2
{푟∗푟, 푎}+ 푟∗휋(푎)푟
+ (푎푟∗ − 푟∗휋(푎))푐× + 푑∗×(푟푎− 휋(푎)푟) + 푑∗×휋(푎)푐× + 푎푐0 + 푑∗0푎
for all 푎 ∈ 풜.
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